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assembly and operating instructions 
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subject to technical change
sous réserve de modifications techniques

roller blinds – stores enrouleurs

technische Änderungen vorbehalten
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put the fixation caps in.
poser les caches de fixation.

Type     CG 5-10 - 5-1 0

Installation Instruction
Roller Blind
Cable Guiding

-
len key. Put the insert into the bracket and press it 
downwards.
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For a front roll blind (5-40 & 5-120) the cable runs 
through the front opening of the bracket. 

Thread the cable through the front opening of the 
bracket.

Install the blind. Thread both cables through the bot-
tom rail cable guide.

Clip the cable tensioner into the bracket.

Fix the universal cable brackets with the screws 
provided. 
a bottom  b wall

Fix the universal cable brackets axial and vertical 
towards the cable. To shorten the cable cut it in an 
unstressed condition. The length between cable 
and  universal cable bracket is X = 5 mm.

Series 5-30, -40, -100 & -120 Series 5-10 - 5-1 0Series 5-10

Thread the cable through the slot hole of the wire 
guiding bracket. The opening of the cable tensioner 
is pointing downwards.

Use the other slot hole for ceiling installation.

a face wall  b ceiling  c frame  d recess
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Seil kürzen; x = 5 mm

Seil einfädeln und fest drehen

Befestigungskappe einsetzen

cut off the cord x = 5 mm
couper la corde x = 5 mm

thread the cord and seize it.
enfiler la corde et la bien serrer.

B Montage Unterhalter
Installation of the inferior brackets – Installation des supports inférieur
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For a front roll blind (5-40 & 5-120) the cable runs 
through the front opening of the bracket. 

Thread the cable through the front opening of the 
bracket.

Install the blind. Thread both cables through the bot-
tom rail cable guide.

Clip the cable tensioner into the bracket.

Fix the universal cable brackets with the screws 
provided. 
a bottom  b wall

Fix the universal cable brackets axial and vertical 
towards the cable. To shorten the cable cut it in an 
unstressed condition. The length between cable 
and  universal cable bracket is X = 5 mm.

Series 5-30, -40, -100 & -120 Series 5-10 - 5-1 0Series 5-10

Thread the cable through the slot hole of the wire 
guiding bracket. The opening of the cable tensioner 
is pointing downwards.

Use the other slot hole for ceiling installation.
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For a front roll blind (5-40 & 5-120) the cable runs 
through the front opening of the bracket. 

Thread the cable through the front opening of the 
bracket.

Install the blind. Thread both cables through the bot-
tom rail cable guide.

Clip the cable tensioner into the bracket.

Fix the universal cable brackets with the screws 
provided. 
a bottom  b wall

Fix the universal cable brackets axial and vertical 
towards the cable. To shorten the cable cut it in an 
unstressed condition. The length between cable 
and  universal cable bracket is X = 5 mm.

Series 5-30, -40, -100 & -120 Series 5-10 - 5-1 0Series 5-10

Thread the cable through the slot hole of the wire 
guiding bracket. The opening of the cable tensioner 
is pointing downwards.

Use the other slot hole for ceiling installation.
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Rollo Montieren, Seil durch Seilfüh-
rung am Unterprofil ziehen

Unterhalter an: a unten; 
b Wand befestigen

install the roller blind. pull the cord throught the 
cord guide on the bottom profile.
installer le store enrouleur. tirer la corde par la gui-
dage au profilé inférieure.

fix the bottom bracket: a on the bottom; 
b  on the wall
installer le support supports inférieur: a en bas; 
b au mur

Seil ist vormontiert, weiter ab Schritt B!
the cord is preinstalled, continue with step B!
la corde est premontée, continuer avec étape B

KASSETTE
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Install the blind. Thread both cables through the bot-
tom rail cable guide.

Fix the universal cable brackets with the screws 
provided. 
a bottom  b wall

Fix the universal cable brackets axial and vertical 
towards the cable. To shorten the cable cut it in an 
unstressed condition. The length between cable 
and  universal cable bracket is X = 5 mm.

Series 5-10

Thread the cable through the slot hole of the wire 
guiding bracket. The opening of the cable tensioner 
is pointing forwards.

a face wall  b ceiling  c frame  

-
len key. Put the insert into the bracket and press it 
downwards.
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Install the blind. Thread both cables through the bot-
tom rail cable guide.

Fix the universal cable brackets with the screws 
provided. 
a bottom  b wall

Fix the universal cable brackets axial and vertical 
towards the cable. To shorten the cable cut it in an 
unstressed condition. The length between cable 
and  universal cable bracket is X = 5 mm.

Series 5-10

Thread the cable through the slot hole of the wire 
guiding bracket. The opening of the cable tensioner 
is pointing forwards.

a face wall  b ceiling  c frame  

-
len key. Put the insert into the bracket and press it 
downwards.
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A Montage am Träger
Assembly on the bracket – Installation au support
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For a front roll blind (5-40 & 5-120) the cable runs 
through the front opening of the bracket. 

Thread the cable through the front opening of the 
bracket.

Install the blind. Thread both cables through the bot-
tom rail cable guide.

Clip the cable tensioner into the bracket.

Fix the universal cable brackets with the screws 
provided. 
a bottom  b wall

Fix the universal cable brackets axial and vertical 
towards the cable. To shorten the cable cut it in an 
unstressed condition. The length between cable 
and  universal cable bracket is X = 5 mm.

Series 5-30, -40, -100 & -120 Series 5-10 - 5-1 0Series 5-10

Thread the cable through the slot hole of the wire 
guiding bracket. The opening of the cable tensioner 
is pointing downwards.

Use the other slot hole for ceiling installation.

a face wall  b ceiling  c frame  d recess
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For a front roll blind (5-40 & 5-120) the cable runs 
through the front opening of the bracket. 

Thread the cable through the front opening of the 
bracket.

Install the blind. Thread both cables through the bot-
tom rail cable guide.

Clip the cable tensioner into the bracket.

Fix the universal cable brackets with the screws 
provided. 
a bottom  b wall

Fix the universal cable brackets axial and vertical 
towards the cable. To shorten the cable cut it in an 
unstressed condition. The length between cable 
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guiding bracket. The opening of the cable tensioner 
is pointing downwards.

Use the other slot hole for ceiling installation.
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For a front roll blind (5-40 & 5-120) the cable runs 
through the front opening of the bracket. 

Thread the cable through the front opening of the 
bracket.

Install the blind. Thread both cables through the bot-
tom rail cable guide.

Clip the cable tensioner into the bracket.

Fix the universal cable brackets with the screws 
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a bottom  b wall
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towards the cable. To shorten the cable cut it in an 
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Thread the cable through the slot hole of the wire 
guiding bracket. The opening of the cable tensioner 
is pointing downwards.

Use the other slot hole for ceiling installation.
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For a front roll blind (5-40 & 5-120) the cable runs 
through the front opening of the bracket. 

Thread the cable through the front opening of the 
bracket.

Install the blind. Thread both cables through the bot-
tom rail cable guide.

Clip the cable tensioner into the bracket.

Fix the universal cable brackets with the screws 
provided. 
a bottom  b wall

Fix the universal cable brackets axial and vertical 
towards the cable. To shorten the cable cut it in an 
unstressed condition. The length between cable 
and  universal cable bracket is X = 5 mm.

Series 5-30, -40, -100 & -120 Series 5-10 - 5-1 0Series 5-10

Thread the cable through the slot hole of the wire 
guiding bracket. The opening of the cable tensioner 
is pointing downwards.

Use the other slot hole for ceiling installation.

a face wall  b ceiling  c frame  d recess
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Träger befestigen an/in: a Wand; b 
Decke; c Fensterrahmen; d Nische

Träger befestigen an/in: a Wand; b 
Decke; c Fensterrahmen

Kabelspanner am Träger festklemmen

Seil durch das Schlitzloch ziehen; Kabelspanner zeigt nach unten (Deckenmon-
tage) oder nach vorn (Wandmontage) 

Seil durch das Schlitzloch ziehen; 
Kabelspanner zeigt nach unten 
(Deckenmontage) oder nach vorn 
(Wandmontage) 

Seil ist vormontiert, weiter ab Schritt B!

fix the bracket on/in: a wall; b ceiling; c frame; d 
recess
fixer le support: a au mur; b au plafond; c au cadre; 
d en embrasure

fix the bracket on/in: a wall; b ceiling; c frame
fixer le support: a au mur; b au plafond; c au cadre

lock the cable clamp on the bracket.
coincer le serre-câble au support.

pull the cord throught the oval hole; the cable clamp is pointing downwards (ceiling fixation) or forwards (wall 
fixation)
tirer la corde par le trou oblong;le serre-câble affiche en bas (montage au plafond) ou devant (montage en embra-
sure)

pull the cord throught the oval hole; the cable 
clamp is pointing downwards (ceiling fixation) or 
forwards (wall fixation)
tirer la corde par le trou oblong; le serre câble affi-
che en bas (montage au plafond) ou vers l‘avant 
(montage en embrasure)

the cord is preinstalled, continue with step B!
la corde est premontée, continuer avec étape B

TRÄGERPROFIL
CARRIER SECTION – PROFILE DE MONTAGE
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Install the blind. Thread both cables through the bot-
tom rail cable guide.

Fix the universal cable brackets with the screws 
provided. 
a bottom  b wall

Fix the universal cable brackets axial and vertical 
towards the cable. To shorten the cable cut it in an 
unstressed condition. The length between cable 
and  universal cable bracket is X = 5 mm.

Series 5-10

Thread the cable through the slot hole of the wire 
guiding bracket. The opening of the cable tensioner 
is pointing forwards.

a face wall  b ceiling  c frame  

-
len key. Put the insert into the bracket and press it 
downwards.
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Rollo Montieren, Seil durch Seilfüh-
rung am Unterprofil ziehen
install the roller blind. pull the cord throught the 
cord guide on the bottom profile.
installer le store enrouleur. tirer la corde par la gui-
dage au profilé inférieure.


